In this paper we study a system with impact in two areas. An analytic development is considered to find fixed points and equilibrium states. By applying Filippov systems we find the sliding zones and attraction basins of the system, then using computational algorithms we simulate the system's behavior.
Introduction
In this paper we study a smooth system with impact by considering two systems of differential equations in two areas. From analytical solutions we find equilibrium states, and phase portraits. Additionally, we determine conditions in the evolution of every system, and from the system's solutions we find the sliding areas, pseudoequilibrium and basins of attraction, and imposing conditions on the trajectories Figure 1 : Zone 1(S1), Zone 2(S2) and Impact Zone of each system we find the impact zones. Then using computational algorithms we simulate the behavior of the system.
We associate to the S 1 region the linear system.
where
and with the S 2 region we associate the systeṁ
where A 2 = α 2 β 2 −β 2 α 2 ; X = x y and C = c 1 c 2
Note that, by makingẊ = 0 in (1), we obtain the equilibrium for S 1 zone, which is given by
Similarly for S 2 zone the equilibrium is given by
By considering the attractor nature of the system, we impose,
Stability
We begin by analyzing the stability of the equilibrium points, taking the matrix of parameters for each system and by calculating the eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
For S1 zone we have,
Thus, the invariant set is asymptotically stable because its trajectories converge to the equilibrium point, the system is of focus type, then we impose, α1 < 0 with negative real part and β1 > 0 positive imaginary part) [7] .
Then for S2 zone we have
As γ1 and γ2 are complex conjugates, with α2 < 0 and β2 < 0. With this, we have that both Zone 1 and Zone 2 are of the stable focus type and their trajectories converge to the equilibrium points.
Analysis of system solutions
We start from Zone S1 whose matrix form is given by
then, the associated differential equations system is as followṡ
whose solution is given by
Analogously, we proceed with Zone s2 with solution given by
Phase Portraits
In the following we simulate the evolution of every systems to verify that the corresponding solution converge to a fixed point. In this sense, we can see the qualitative behavior of the solutions for S1 and S2 by considering phase portraits [7] . 
Switching Surface
We define the scalar function H(x, y) = x with x, y ∈ R, where S1 is given by
and it acts when it is in the flow φ(t), and the region S2 is given by
and it acts when it is in the flow ψ(t). Now, we'll call switching surface the border defined by
Then for X ∈ , we define
with f (1) the field for S1 and f (2) the field for S2. Thus, the following cases may occur:
The system changes topology
For a change of topology to occur, i.e., for the system to go from the flow φ(t) to flow ψ(t) or vice versa, it is necessary to define within the switching surface the zone where crosspoints are located.
Taking into account equations (3) with (5) with ∇H = (1, 0) and
we have that
The zone of crossing points will be obtained by solving the inequality b 2 − 4ac > 0, which is discriminant of the quadratic polynomial obtained above. This way the Flow for S 1 φ(t) converges at equilibrium, which leads to a change in flow for the system of flow φ(t) to flow ψ(t), meaning the trajectories go from S 1 to S 2 . Analogously if the flow is in S 2 , ψ(t) experiments the change of topology when goes from S 2 to S 1 .
the system slides
In this state none of the flows changes but enters in the field that we defined as the sliding points given by
and we can obtain it from the equation given in (5) as follow.
then with the inequality b 2 − 4ac ≤ 0, (discriminant of the quadratic polynomial) we have that the sliding zone is given by
Sliding Zone
In this case we try to define the behavior of the trajectories when there is no change in topology, therefore when the system touches the switching surface, the trajectories are affected by the sliding zone. For this study, we'll use Filippov's theory. [2, 5] . Let's consider the systemẊ
Where X ∈ R n ,
H : R n → R is a smooth function with
and f (i) (X) : R n → R n smooth functions. Particularly, we can get a field F s , from f (1) and f (2) with H ξ (X) a scalar function. Then
Seeing as we want that the vector field be on the sliding zone we do
Therefore we can write
By using H ξ we calculate the components of the Field F s ,
From where component 2 for field F s is given by
and the parameters of µ are given by
Then the field F s is given by the two components developed, and we form non-linear differential equations system given by.
Impact Surface
A system with impact may be defined as the set of two dynamic systems whose dynamic would be a smooth flow with a map of impacts, that may be described as follows:
Where S = S1, S2 is the admissible space, and the states of the system are restricted by this set
The impact dynamic is defined as ρ : ∂S − → ∂S + , that is the restitution map, where, for the case that we are dealing, when giving an initial condition (x 0 , y 0 ) ∈ S 1 , we see that the variables of state determined by the coordinate y(t) does not change the time of impact while the coordinate x(t) changes direction (jump) what allows us to see a change in topology of the system. Therefore with the previous definition we have each system in the form
Where φ(t), ψ(t) are the solutions obtained from each system.
Simulation of the system in the state space
The local analysis of the system has given us as a result flows for S 1 y S 2 , slide area, crossing area and area of impact. Then from a numerical simulation, and taking as initial conditions a mesh points (x,y), we can see the trajectories of each of the flows. In the figure (Mesh) we can observe the behavior of the trajectories with respect to each of the given initial conditions, we note that the system has major changes when the initial conditions are far from the value of the balances, as the trajectories approach the equilibria they are attracted by the the sliding zone, and end in (0,0).
Bifurcation Analysis
Let us consider the vector fields f (1) and f (2) given bẏ
The calculation of the field F s for parameter α is given by
Let now H(x, y, α) = x + α with x, y ∈ R y α ∈ (−1, ∞) we define the following
• Border H(x, α) = 0 con x ∈ R 2 y α ∈ R
• Tangent points for the vector field f (i) con i = 1, 2.
Thus considering the definition above, the calculation of the tangent points is
Because of x = 0 in the border, then y=1 therefore a calculated tangent point is (0, 1)
• Equilibria for the vector field of f
The equilibria are calculated as follows
By making numerical simulation with the above conditions and varying −1 ≤ α < ∞ we obtain a more complete analysis of the system. The following graphics are the result of the evolution of the system when the parameter α varies in the solutions system; this in order to find information on the limits of stable operation of the system proposed [6] . Figure 5 shows the simulation of the system for α = 1.001 in which the trajectories in collision are observed and due to the law of restitution mentioned change topology, additionally using what was previously seen we notice that the flow approaches the tangent point which is in (0,1) and the trajectory is directed to pseudoequilibrium that is in (0,0) through the sliding zone and therefore experiences a local stability because the equilibrium points are stable, overlays, it also can be seen that the tangent point is stable for this value of α. In figure 6 we can see that when implementing a small disturbance to the parameter α = −1.02 the trajectories are kept stable there are no significant changes, what leads us to local stability on the equilibriums. In Figure 7 when alpha = −1.05 we observe the evolution of the system, it's stable with respect to the equilibrium and furthermore the sliding zone makes the trajectory translate to (0, 0) that is a pseudo-equilibrium of the system.In Figure 8 we observe the evolution of the system when the variation of the parameter is small and there are no significant changes for α = −1.15.
In the next series of figures we see that for small variations of the parameter the system solutions behave qualitatively similar, the equilibrium points are maintained and these maintain local stability. 
Conclusion
1. This work is directly related to the various problems and issues that nonsmooth dynamical systems present. Simulation modeling and analysis of such systems, which are often non-linear, should be treated with special care be-cause sometimes dynamic phenomena can be demonstrated that involve not only those presented in smooth dynamics, but also those of non-smooth nature.
2. The locally tested system really describes a spiral type behavior with attractor points in each of the areas known as Zone 1 (S 1 ) and Zone 2 (S 2 ), in accordance with the theory where the eigenvalues are complex and real part negative.
3. By applying the theory of filippov and function of restitution for the impact it was noted that the system follows a stable dynamic for the equilibriums.
